
Outstanding value, service
and expertise.

Primary and Excess D&O*, EPL, & Fiduciary for
Private, Non-Profit, and Public Companies

Distinguished offers wholesale
brokers comprehensive Executive
Lines insurance solutions, spanning
diverse industries and targeting
public, private, and non-profit
organizations.

Exclusively Wholesale Distribution

Writing Company: Covington Specialty
Insurance Company, rated A++ XIV by
AM Best

$5M Capacity Per Line of Coverage

Non-Admitted Solution for E&S and
Standard Risks* Public D&O is Excess only



Target Industries:

Customized risk-specific Terms and Conditions
Focused on middle market, but open to larger risks
Target opportunistic risks post-claim, in or post-M&A
transactions, or financially distressed placements (with
a plan)
Diverse industry appetite including Healthcare,
Education, Hospitality, Retail, Real Estate, Energy,
Technology, and Bio-Tech
Excess only on most non-profit and private higher
education, colleges and universities, and public officials
Limited/No-Go classes: Non-US domiciled risks,
cannabis growers/distributors, cryptocurrency

Coverage Highlights:
Non-admitted capabilities
Nationwide coverage
True follow-form excess with drop down sublimit
capabilities
Considerations made for top-heavy excess limits
Stand-alone or blended coverage
Primary and excess drop down sublimits available for
Regulatory, Antitrust, Wage & Hour, and Immigration
Enhanced coverage with tailored endorsements for
Primary Healthcare and Education organizations

Why Distinguished?

Let’s get your Executive Lines clients c overed.

Experienced Underwriters.
Experienced, dependable, and
empowered underwriters making
fast and intelligent decisions.

Exclusive.
Exclusive wholesale distribution
channel.

E&S Mindset.
E&S underwriting mindset.

Innovative Solution.
Proficiency in crafting tailored and
innovative coverage solutions.



Ryan Becker
President, Executive Lines
404.623.8748
rbecker@distinguished.com

Carol Smith
SVP, Underwriting Executive Lines
404.884.5295
csmith@distinguished.com

Reach out to one of our experts for more information.

Let’s get your Executive Lines clients c overed.

Find out more information on www.distinguished.com

Distinguished benefits you can count on.
WORLD-CLASS
EXPERTS

UNMATCHED
SOLUTION

PROGRAM
STABILITY

This document is for marketing and summary purposes only and does not provide a complete description of coverage terms,
conditions and limits, nor does it purport to restate, explain or interpret any insurance policy. Only the applicable policy
contains a complete description of all the provisions of the coverage. The policy described may not be available in all states.

Crystal Greene
Chief Underwriting Officer
404.324.6968
cgreene@distinguished.com

Maggie Holland
Operations Manager
201.230.3550
mholland@distinguished.com

Devon Lay
SVP, Underwriting Executive Lines
972.740.6466
dlay@distinguished.com


